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CROWDSENSING SCENARIOS FOR THE COMMON GOOD

This whitepaper provides an overview of mobile crowdsensing, as an
extension to “participatory sensing” that tasks average citizens and
volunteers to perform local knowledge gathering and sharing, in
particular thanks to the use of mobile smart devices. The article describes
existing examples from literature and related works, detailing how
crowdsensing has already been adopted successfully in several different
fields, which share the focus on the common good. Examples include
existing systems aimed at the development of smart cities, life quality
improvements for urban citizens, critical event management, social
recommender systems, or road quality monitoring platforms, such as
SmartRoadSense.
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Wisdom of the Crowd
In 1785 the Marquis of Condorcet devised a simple, yet influential
theorem, known as the “Jury Theorem”, postulating about the relative
probability of a group of people to arrive at a known “correct” decision.
The assumptions can be reduced down to the following: each individual
(i.e., each member of the jury) expresses an independent vote and each
individual has a probability p of picking the correct answer. The theorem
states that is p is greater than ½, adding more individuals increases the
probability of the jury to vote correctly. That is, if each voter is more likely
to vote correctly, having more voters positively influences the final
result.
This theorem and several others that are cited by Surowecki in his seminal
book “The Wisdom of Crowds” [SURO2005], hint at a multiplier effect of
human intellect when trying to tackle problems in a group. A group of
people working together in synergy appear to be much more successful
in solving complex problems than one person working alone.

The aggregation of data or information from
a group of people often results in better
decisions than those made by a single
individual from the group. ~ J. Surowiecki
This intuition, which can be rebranded as “Collective Intelligence”, justifies
our trust in juries—thanks to the Marquis of Condorcet—but also explains
complex behaviors like that of insect collectives or other animals. In
general, this form of intelligence can be ascribed to any emergent
behavior or apparent knowledge shown by a group, going beyond that of
a single individual.
On the practical side, collective intelligence can refer to the capacity to
mobilize and coördinate the expertise and creativity possessed by large
groups of people, in order to solve problems or to create new knowledge.
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Madness of Crowds
However, while the crowd’s wisdom can be apparent at times, even more
apparent is when crowds go haywire: markets, institutions, or entire
democracies can behave in unforeseen ways, based on what seem to be
common misbeliefs. The earliest study on this aspect of crowd psychology
has been written by Mackay in 1841, documenting and debunking
common quackeries of the age, such as alchemy, fortune-telling,
magnetizers, and prophecies, but also discussing economic bubbles and
themes apparently trivial as trends in beard styling [MACK1841].
Behavior of crowds can depend on how the network of connections
between individuals looks, how each component of the group influences
each other, ideas and behaviors spreading like a contagion in the case of
negative or undesirable traits [CASE2018].
Living in a social group, with heterogeneous degrees of cohesion, people
often rely on their social connections to interpret the environment they
normally experiment. Thus, neighbors deeply affect both the way we look
at the world as well as the way we react and adapt to phenomena
[HART1998, FORS2011].

The state of being dependent, to some
degree, on other people, as when one’s
outcomes, actions, thoughts, feelings, and
experiences are determined in whole or part
by others. ~ D. R. Forsyth
Ubiquitous and continuous connection possibilities, the existence of
closed online communities and the very structure of most influential
social networks (i.e., Facebook and Instagram) have helped the spreading
of misconceptions at a pace faster than ever.
Being always connected means broaden own communication capabilities
but, for many people, also means to be always connected and engaged in
some online “herds”, where the ideas of an individual can resonate from
other members of the same community and become more and more
radical.
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The possibility to easily pick people with identical interests and principles
brings us to experience a tailored connected life. An echo chamber which
enforces distortions and “groupthink” [BARB2015]. At the same time, the
structure of social networks like Twitter and Instagram, with users acting
as connection hubs, spreading their ideas and reaching millions, facilitates
the “majority illusion” effect [LERM2016].

Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it
will be seen that they go mad in herds, while
they only recover their senses slowly, and one
by one. ~ C. Mackay
From a social network analysis perspective, if an individual belongs to a
community which is too densely connected, his decisions will most likely
suffer

from

“groupthink” [JANI1971].

Loose

connections

between

members of the group and people external to the community may cause
the groupthink phenomenon to strengthen, as contagion of new—and
possibly conflicting—ideas from outside the clique cannot permeate.
Only a delicate balance between the bonding social capital—the number
of connections between members of a group—and the bridging social
capital of a group [PUTN2000]—i.e., the number of connections between
different groups—allows its members to experience an open-minded
society, where spreading of ideas and openness to new cultures benefit
from the small-scale world structure of the network [TRAV1977].
However, collective intelligence has been shown to work reliably in groups
of

heterogeneous

and

(reasonably)

independent

individuals

for

prediction or knowledge tasks: that is, tasks that are menial in nature and
not polarizing, such as forecasting results of a sports game or counting
the number of beans in a container [SUNS2006].

Harnessing the wisdom of crowds
Over the past few years, the idea of crowd-powered problem solving has
been a key research focus. In 2005, Surowiecki described a new
phenomenon identified as Crowd Wisdom [SURO2005]. Surowiecki stated
that diversity of opinion, independence of thinking, decentralization, and
judgment aggregation are four essential qualities which make a crowd
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“smart”: 10 people guessing the number of beans in a jar will be more
precise on average than the sole guess from the smartest person in the
same group, but only if they are allowed to make their guesses
independently, avoiding bias introduced by “groupthink”.
Few years later Malone et al. tried to redefine the well-known concept of
collective intelligence [LEVY1997] from a crowd-powered problem-solving
context [THOM2009]. Crowd Wisdom and Collective Intelligence share
many aspects and, in particular, both focus on the advantage of group
decision-making.
The term crowdsourcing was first introduced in 2006, in an article
published in the Wired Magazine by Howe [HOWE2006].

Crowdsourcing represents the act of a
company or institution taking a function
once

performed

by

employees

and

outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally
large) network of people in the form of an
open call. This can take the form of peerproduction (when the job is performed
collaboratively) but is also often undertaken
by sole individuals. The crucial prerequisite is
the use of the open call format and the large
network of potential laborers. ~ J. Howe
Here, key concepts are the initial open call and the presence of a large
group of people (an online community in particular) willing to participate
by performing the requested service. The Wikipedia project is iconic in this
context: several thousands of contributors collaboratively create the most
comprehensive encyclopedia of the world. From its definition it is
apparent how crowdsourcing follows a top-down approach, where a
central institution releases an “open call” and somehow supervises the
workers.
The list of crowdsourcing projects that successfully tackle complex
problems is endless. A well-known example is the OpenStreetMap
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project (OSM). Founded in 2004, OSM is based on a community of
mappers that contribute and maintain data about roads, trails, cafés,
railway stations, all over the world. Data added or edited by volunteers
through free online tools, are collected in an open source, high quality,
geospatial data set. The idea is to encourage the growth, development,
and distribution of free geospatial data for everyone. Many other crowdbased projects use OSM data as a building block for their own
applications. The crowdsourcing paradigm can be used in various
contexts and in heterogeneous application fields. Ushahidi is another
interesting case of how crowdsourcing can be employed to serve the
public interest. Ushahidi, which means “testimony” in Swahili, is a platform
that was initially developed to map reports of violence in Kenya after the
post-election fallout at the beginning of 2008. the platform now evolved
into a crowdsourcing mobile tool for crisis distributed management, and
election monitoring (e.g., Ushahidi has been used in Barack Obama’s
election to manage volunteers and monitor voter suppression or voter
issues on the day of the election).
Being inherently distributed, crowdsourcing approaches can be employed
when the conventional infrastructure fails. Crowdsourcing is a
communication platform that can be used during and after a disastrous
event, even by public administrations and governments [BECK2015].
Crowdsourcing applications can be devised to be used by common
citizens and volunteers without particular skills, just by asking to the
community for help or by paying people to complete very simple and
repetitive tasks. Tools like Amazon Mechanical Turk are the perfect means
to coordinate group of people in order to allow them to cooperate for a
common solution of a problem. InnoCentive is another crowdsourcing tool
based on a simple idea: if a firm cannot solve a problem on its own, why
not use the reach of the Internet to see if someone else can? This resulted
in the establishment of the world’s first Open Innovation Marketplace with
a global network of more than 180,000 problem solvers. CrowdSpring is
another instrument for taking advantage of a distributed network of
people. CrowdSpring is a logo designer tool which leverages on a large
community of designers to provide an effective, easy and affordable logo
and custom graphics design service for small business. Applications like
CrowdSpring are designed to employ communities of experts, not just
common volunteers.
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Just like in the Wikipedia example, crowdsourcing platforms can be
effective in solving problems or developing complex ideas, but they need
to impose some sort of structure on the network of volunteers.
Researchers demonstrated that applications like these, need a
coordinated community in order to be effectual. Large-scale social
collaboration

systems

require

significant

coordination

between

contributors [KITT2009]. Moreover, the stronger are the ties inside teams
and between units, the better the outcome [DEMO2014].

Participatory sensing tasks average citizens
and companioned mobile devices to form
participatory sensor networks for local
knowledge

gathering

and

sharing.

~ J. A. Burke
In 2006,

Burke

et al.

proposed

the

concept

of

participatory

sensing [BURK2016]. It harnesses people proximity for local data gathering
and sharing. When it was proposed, the definition of participatory sensing
emphasized explicit user participation. In more recent years, with the
widespread diffusion of smartphone sensing and mobile Internet
techniques, the aim of crowd problem-solving systems has been
broadened. In this context, those who tried to formalize the concept of
Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) [GUO2016] took inspiration from previous
related concepts extending them by focusing more on crowd-powered
data collection and processing.

Mobile Crowdsensing is an extension to the
participatory sensing concept to have user
participation

in

the

whole

computing

lifecycle: leveraging both offline mobile
sensing and online social media data;
addressing the fusion of human and
machine intelligence in both the sensing and
computing process. ~ B. Guo
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MCS and participatory sensing differ in two main aspects: while
participatory sensing only leverages data sensed from mobile devices by
a physical community, MCS also exploits user-contributed data from
online social network services (mainly open data from other projects);
MCS usually harness both human and machine intelligence in both the
sensing and computing process.
As pointed out by Carreras et al., MCS initiatives usually follow a mixed
bottom-up/top-down paradigm [CARR2013]. MCS applications try to
involve citizens in solving complex tasks or in sensing complex contexts
(through their smartphones) in order to solve issues such as public
decision-making, urban planning, and quality assessment campaigns of
public services. In some cases, users can eventually submit reports about
public issues, monitor the air pollution, or even help in earthquake early
detection, then the central authority can act to get a particular result
based on collected data.
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Crowds as Sensors
To date, a great deal of MCS applications has been developed and used in
real-world scenarios. Presenting a comprehensive list of all the
applications known so far is far beyond the scope of this work, but briefly
describing some illustrative examples could contribute to gain a better
understanding of the MCS peculiarities and challenges.
MCS applications can serve as sensing and processing instrument in many
different fields. Due to mobile devices’ inherent mobility, they can be
utilized for sensing tasks aimed to gain better awareness and
understanding of urban dynamics. Acquiring knowledge in such context is
of prime importance in order to foster sustainable urban development
and to improve citizens’ life quality in terms of comfort, safety,
convenience, security, and awareness. Many researchers have focused on
studying urban mobility and behavioral patterns in urban areas, using
MCS tools support to get their research question answered. For instance,
Noulas et al. analyzed check-in histories of a large set of location-based
social network (LBSN) users and found out that, for human movement
prediction purposes, rank distance played a bigger role than physical
distance [NOUL2012].
Many other studies have investigated urban social structures and events
starting from crowdsensed data. Crooks et al. studied the potential of
Twitter as a distributed sensor system. They explored the spatial and
temporal characteristics of Twitter feed activity responding to a strong
earthquake, finding a way to identify impact areas where population has
suffered major issues [CROO2013].

MCS for smarter cities
Large-scale data can be also collected by means of MCS platforms to
analyze the actual social function of urban regions, a kind of data which is
usually very difficult to obtain and that can be of primary importance
concerning urban planning. For instance, Pan et al. started from the GPS
log of taxi cabs to classify the social functions of urban land [PAN2013],
while Karamshuk et al. tried to identify optimal placements for new retail
stores [KARA2013]. Awareness of user location is the foundation of many
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modern and popular mobile applications, such as location search services,
indoor positioning [YU2011], location-based advertising [GARY2008], and
so forth.
But more useful and precise services can be enabled harnessing all the
peculiar characteristics of personal mobile phones. As an example, Zheng
et al. used crowdsourced user-location histories to build a map of points
of interest which can be of help for people who are familiarizing with a
new city [ZHEN2012]. Again, GeoLife [ZHEN2011a, ZHEN2011b] is a MCS
platform able to suggest new friendship looking at similarities in userlocation logs, while CrowdSense@Place [CHON2012] is a framework able
to exploit advanced sensing features of smartphones to opportunistically
capture images and audio clips to better categorize places the user visits.
In many cases, the development of a particular MCS platform has been
the answer to issues raised by pre-existing communities or grassroots
initiatives. Citizens and policymakers have usually strong interests in
matters like environmental monitoring, public safety, and healthcare,
where the participatory and mobile essence of the MCS approach
provides a novel way for collaboratively monitor the issue being
considered. Besides, the moving nature of these topics draws the
attention of online and offline communities.

MCS for the common good
The potential of a community can be harnessed by MCS approaches to
engage people and to make them participate in the data collection. It is
not just a matter of the number of participants, rather someone who is
moved by a topic not only will be more disposed to contribute but he or
she will also be prone to provide better and more complete
data [JAIM2015].
As an example, Ruge et al. described how their mobile application
SoundOfTheCity [RUGE2013] allowed users to link their feelings and
experiences with the measured noise level, helping in providing
information essential to have a clearer understanding of the context (is
the high noise level due to a party, a festival, or just a very crowded
street?). This is an illustrative case of how qualitative data provided by
users can enrich the quantitative data gathered through personal smart
devices.
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In short, to fully harness their potentialities when analyzing such contexts,
MCS applications should aim not only to collect as much data as possible
but also to provide ways for users to enrich the collection with thick
data [WANG2013].

Thick data (for those, like me, who aren’t
familiar with the term) is data related to
qualitative aspects of human experience and
behavior, particularly when used as context
for the analysis of a large data set. ~ T. Wang
Other examples of MCS applications analyzing topics of common interest
are: NoiseTube [MAIS2010] which was a system able to exploit volunteers’
smartphones to collect data about environmental noise in users’ daily
lives and to aggregate them to obtain a fine-grained noise map; UAir [ZHEN2013] inferred air quality data by heterogeneous crowdsensed
data comparing them against information from sensing stations and
traffic information; the Great Backyard Bird Count project (cited by Cuff
et al. [CUFF2008]) used volunteers to continuously report the count of
watched birds in the US.

MCS in critical events
MCS

applications

can

also

be

used

for

assisting

in

disaster

relief [LUDW2015], such as earthquakes and flooding [BENG2011], or in
critical events like gas shortages in urban areas [NGUY2014].
Healthcare is another field where MCS is helping a lot by collecting a
wealth of data for applications more and more useful for an aging society
like ours. Google researchers did pioneering work in 2006 using healthrelated search queries to estimate illnesses distribution in US [FERG2006],
while Wesolowski et al. exploited the widespread diffusion of mobile
phones to analyze malaria spreading in Kenya [WESO2012].
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MCS as a recommender system
Also, many mobile social recommendation services, like friend, place, or
itinerary recommendations, has been enabled by the body of data
collected by MCS platforms. Most of these systems shared the
characteristic of combining mobile crowdsensed data and user-generated
information from LBSN. In 2014 Yu et al. presented a system whose aim
was to produce travel plan suggestions starting from data such as Points
of Interest (POIs) features, temporal and spatial constraints and user data
taken

from

social

networks [YU2014].

Yang

et al.

developed

SEALs [YANG2013] a fine-grained preference-aware location search
framework which leverages the crowdsourced traces from Foursquare,
using check-ins and extracting users’ sentiment about locations.
More recently, Marakkalage et al. introduced a crowdsensing platform
aimed

at

identifying

POIs

among

elderly

population

in

Singapore [HASA2017]. Their system can passively collect the location
history through GPS sensors embedded in a user’s smartphone and thus
determine popular places among the elderly.

MCS for road users
Crowdsensed data in urban areas can be leveraged for public
transportation

system

design,

traffic

forecasting,

and

real-time

information systems, for monitoring the road network condition and so
on. Location history is usually perceived as sensitive data by users who
thus need to be motivated or reassured to take part in this kind of
crowdsensing process employing some cooperation incentives.
Most researchers in this field choose to collect data from user-provided
mobile phone sensors, mainly from GPS, accelerometers, compass,
gyroscopes, and other related sensors already available on board of
consumer-grade smartphones, while some others make use of other
smart object items like GPS-tracking devices (which are often already on
board of vehicles). Many applications on traffic dynamics are based on
leveraging data from public transportation, buses, and taxis [WEN2008,
CALA2011, LIU2009]. Among many it is worth mentioning the work of
Giannotti et al. where, using location histories of numerous GPS tracking
devices embedded in vehicles (usually for safety reasons), researchers
have used mobility patterns to analyze if the current official district
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division reflects actual traffic flows, travel customs and center of attraction
for drivers [GIAN2016].
SmartRoadSense [ALES2014] is a MCS application based on data sensed
using personal user smartphone. The platform is a crowdsensing system
used to monitor the surface status of the road network. The
SmartRoadSense mobile app is able to detect and classify the road surface
irregularities by means of accelerometers and send them to a cloud
server. Aggregated data about road roughness is shown on an interactive
online map and made available as open data [FRES2014], to be freely used
by local administrations and road maintenance offices for a complete and
up-to-date overview of the health of the road network.
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